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Nathalie von Hohenzollern is the designer of  all NVH_Jewels. She creates high-end pieces with bright Colou-
red gemstones such as Diamonds Pearls and Turquoise beads. All creations are inspired by nature thus spiritual 
places of  her Southamerican background, like the rings from the Collection Machupicchu. 
“When I create my pieces I like to stop the time and just indulge in the moment and free my fantasies. The 
past and the future don’t matter at this point”
Nathalie lives together with her three children in Vienna, Austria from where she designs and manages her 
brand.



Machupicchu 

Inspired by the nature and features of  this ancient Inka City, the bright colours and vitalism of  
its People, the pieces of  this collection are bold yet fun to wear. Available in Silver gold plated 
or 18ct yellow gold on request.

Stones: Amethyst, Turquoise or Morganite



Ring with turquoise beads



Machupicchu 



Ring with morganite



Machupicchu 



Ring with amethyst stone



Machupicchu 



Earrings with turquoise drop and amethyst stone



SELVA MADRE

“As a child I spent a lot of  times in the tropics of  Bolivia where this magical healing plant 
grows in abundante. Together with my cousins, we used to put a paste made from the leaves 
of  Selva Madre on our hair, believing it would grow thick”



Ring in 18ct whitegold with tanzanites and diamonds



SELVA MADRE



Earrings in 18ct whitegold with tanzanites and diamonds



SELVA MADRE



Earrings in 18ct whitegold with tanzanites, diamonds and turquoise drops



SELVA MADRE



Earrings in 18ct whitegold with tanzanite drops and diamonds



LAGO

Inspired by the shimmering, refl ective water of  the „Lago Huachi“ in El Beni, Bolivia. 
‘’I once spent a week on my cousin’s Finka in El Beni on Lake Huachi, just soaking in the
tranquillity and danger oft he species at the same time



Ring in 18ct with diamonds



LAGO



Ring in 18ct whitegold with turquoise cabochons



LAGO



Ring in 18ct yellowgold with freshwater pearls
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